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Introduction 
During the lockdown in 2020, Interest Link moved many of 

their activities to online platforms in order to still engage service 

users, families and carers through a difficult time. Some group 

sessions were built around existing in-person groups, and others 

were completely new opportunities we hadn’t ever tried in-person. 

One of those new opportunities was a set of cook-a-long sessions 

aimed at teenage and young adult service users who were at a loss 

with college or workplaces remaining closed after lockdown had 

been lifted for schools.  

We initially put a few posts on the Facebook group which we 

had successfully used to keep in touch with the Interest Link 

Roxburgh community to gauge interest amongst our service users. 

A small group of female service users responded to the Facebook 

posts saying that we would be interested. We tried an initial cook-a-

long session on Zoom, and following its success, added 5 more 

dates.  

Val came to the first session with some facts and quiz 

questions about Italy which we discussed whilst the pizza whirls 

were in the oven, and the theme of ‘cooking our way around the 

world’ evolved naturally from there.  
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Who was involved? 
People joined the cook-a-long sessions from their own kitchens 

using Zoom…  

  

Jade (Service User) 

came along with her 

mum Claire. Her little 

brother popped by too!  

Olivia (Service User) often 

cooked independently, but 

sometimes mum Viv came 

along to help.  

Sarah (Service User) was 

usually accompanied by her 

mum Linda or a support 

worker.  

 

 Beth (Service User) cooked 

independently, but one of 

her siblings would usually 

come along to help with the 

oven.   



Ryan (Service User) joined 

some sessions just to chat 

and watch, but on the final 

session, he and his mum 

Joanne cooked along.  

   

Val (Staff) came to the 

cook-a-longs with her 

daughters Rosie and 

Sophie (Peer Mentors). 

Becca (Staff) and her 

mum Liz (Session 

Worker) hosted the 

Zoom cook-a-longs.  

Kate (Staff) joined the cook-

a-longs to see if they could 

be something that worked 

with her own Interest Link 

groups.  

Gemma (Service User) and 

her mum Norma came along 

to one session but 

unfortunately Gemma found 

it overwhelming. 

 

 



Italy – Pizza Whirls 
Pizza Whirls are a bit of a cheat’s pizza! A quick invention of Liz’s where you add pizza 

toppings to a sheet of ready rolled puff pastry, roll it into a log and slice the log into rounds, 

then bake until golden. 

 

  

 

Becca and Liz sent out a list of ingredients to everyone ahead of time, along with a Zoom 

link. Everyone who was coming along to the session had already used Zoom for other 

Interest Link activities, so thankfully it was a fairly smooth process getting everyone onto 

the call. Liz made sure that everyone had washed their hands and put their ovens on to 

preheat, then we got started. Liz talked everyone through each step of the bake while 

demonstrating on her own camera for people to see. Whilst the pizza whirls were in the 

oven to cook, Val asked the group some quiz questions about Italy and shared some fun 

Italian facts.  

 

  



Australia – ANZAC Biscuits 

These sweet coconut biscuits are traditionally eaten in Australia and New Zealand to 

celebrate ANZAC Day.  

 

 
 

Liz had planned to bake two Australian cakes today: ANZAC biscuits and Matilda cake – a 

sweet traybake filled with cherries and sultanas. Unfortunately there were some issues 

with Zoom which meant that the session started late and we ran out of time to make the 

Matilda cake. Gemma from our Caledonia Group and her mum Norma came onto the call 

but Gemma found it difficult to concentrate with some many things happening on the 

screen and they left. They baked both the ANZAC biscuits and the Matilda cake by 

themselves and shared photos on the Facebook group afterwards.  

 

  
 

 



Germany – Speck Plätzchen 
These little savoury bacon cookies are usually eaten as snacks with cocktails, or put out on 

Christmas Eve for Santa.  We added some paprika and herbs to the top of the cookies but 

this isn’t how they are traditionally made. 

 

  
 

This week’s bake involved more cooking as the chefs had to fry onions and chopped 

bacon to add to their savoury cookie mixture. Each week Liz added more complex skills 

for people to try and everyone proved themselves up to the challenge. No-one in the 

group is able to speak German so we had fun trying to work out how to pronounce “Speck 

Plätzchen”!  

 

  
  



Spain – Empanadas de Manzana  
Empanadas are a little like Cornish pasties and come with a wide variety of fillings. Meat is 

more traditional in Spain but we all thoroughly enjoyed this sweet version made with 

apples.  

 

 
 

It was nice to see some new faces today – Ryan joined the call to chat with everyone and 

see what we were making and Beth’s brother Colby stopped by for a catch up at the end 

of the session. The participants were encouraged to make their own shortcrust pastry 

ahead of time and had to peel, slice and stew their apples during the session which built 

again on their increasing skills.   

Both Rosie and Becca have worked in Spain as au pairs and others in the group have 

visited parts of Spain on holiday so we had lots of fun swapping stories and answering 

Val’s Spanish quiz questions.  

 

  
 



Russia – Khachapuri 
Khachapuri are little cheesy pastry parcels topped with either a baked egg or – more often 

in Russia – a raw one!  

 

  
 

For the penultimate bake, we ‘visited’ Russia and tried our hand at making Khachapuri. 

Ryan came along again to hang out and chat with everyone whilst we baked, but 

unfortunaely Olivia wan’t able to make it.  

This recipe involved folding grated cheese into the pastry multiple times to ensure the 

pastry itself was cheesey, not just the filling. The pastry case had to be folded over 

carefully to create a barrier to stop the egg from spilling out of the pastry whilst it cooked. 

Both the folding of the cheese into the pastry and the creation of a pastry barrier to stop 

the egg from spilling required new technical skills. The whole group continued to build on 

the ever expanding skills, but as you can see from the picture below it was tricky not to let 

the egg spill over the pastry as it cooked!  

 

  



America – Chocolate Fudge Cake 
Chocolate sponge cupcakes topped with gooey chocolate fudge icing… What could be 

better to round off our cooking project?!  

 

  
 

Olivia was unable to make it today but Ryan and his mum Joanne joined us to bake rather 

than watch. Liz talked everyone through making the perfect fudgy chocolate cupcakes 

and glossy fudge icing to top them off. We had been joking in previous weeks about family 

members appearing towards the end of the Zoom calls to taste our creations, but the 

smell of chocolate fudge really drew everyone out of the woodwork! It was lovely to see 

some of Beth’s siblings appear on screen to taste a cake, as well as Val’s husband and 

Becca’s brother. Sarah Y and Jade tucked into their cakes straight away and at a different 

Zoom group later in the day, Sarah admitted that she had already eaten three cupcakes!  

 

 



Conclusion 
 This was a really lovely project to be a part of. The group was 

smaller than some of our other groups and that, combined with 

family members and pets popping in and out of shot, made this feel 

cosy and relaxed. Val, Kate and I had the chance to get to know our 

Service Users and their families better; and the service users 

enjoyed the change of pace from their busier usual groups.   

 Without intending to be, our weekly Tuesday afternoon 

sessions also turned into some mother-daughter bonding time as 

many of the participants were mums and daughters cooking 

together. Ryan is often very independent at groups, so it was 

wonderful to see him working with his mum for the final cook-a-

long. Beth is mostly non-verbal in groups but was able to find ways 

to communicate with everyone on Zoom, and seeing her with her 

siblings helped us to see a more cheeky and caring side to her that 

isn’t often visible during in-person sessions.   

In relation to Interest Link aims, this project helped service users 

to:  

- Make more friends  

 Although all of the service users attending the cook-a-

longs are part of the same in-person group, being part of 

this smaller group seems to have helped them become 

closer friends. Ryan and Jade have only recently moved 

into the YPS group so it was lovely getting to see them 

bond with the older group members.  

 

- Feel happier  

 Jade is very social usually and has been finding lockdown 

difficult. Lots of feedback from mum via emails and 

comments on our Facebook page let us know that the 



cook-a-long sessions were making Jade feel happier. Her 

mum Claire sent an email after one of the sessions saying 

“Jade and I had great fun…it has really brightened Jade 

up”. 

 

- Feel more confident  

 Although Gemma wasn’t able to stay for the whole 

cookery session, she has since joined other Zoom 

sessions which she has found less overwhelming. The 

initial try with Zoom as part of the cook-a-long sessions 

seems to have given Gemma the confidence to attend 

other Zoom events.  

 The cook-a-long attendees gained in confidence with 

their cooking skills over the weeks, as Liz made the 

bakes progressively more tricky. It was lovely to see 

those who had been unsure on week one confidently 

cook and ice their chocolate fudge cakes.  

 

- Have better self-esteem  

 Zoom has been a new adventure for all of us during 

lockdown and for some people it can be hard to appear 

on camera when this isn’t something that they are used 

to. As the sessions progressed, you could see from 

everyone’s body language that they were growing more 

comfortable seeing themselves on screen and learning 

to get involved in the cooking rather than worrying 

about how they were appearing on camera.  

 

- Have better social skills 

 Beth was able to use the chat function on Zoom to type 

answers to some of the quiz questions or put comments 

out to the group, which was really lovely to see as she is 

mostly non-verbal in our face-to-face group settings.  



 The mix of volunteers, parents, support workers, staff 

and peer mentors joining the Zoom sessions meant that 

the service users had lots of practice speaking to people 

they wouldn’t normally interact with. Most service users 

only met Liz at the first session but were soon 

confidently asking for help or clarification whilst cooking.  

 Both Jade and Olivia are prone to interrupting whilst 

others are speaking and using Zoom during this – and 

other ongoing projects – seems to be helping both girls 

to get better at taking their turn to speak.  

 

 

  


